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Abstract. Group affect analysis is an important cue for predicting various group

traits. Generally, the estimation of the group affect, emotional responses, eye gaze

and position of people in images are the important cues to identify an important

person from a group of people. The main focus of this paper is to explore the

importance of group affect in finding the representative of a group. We call that

person the “Most Influential Person” (for the first impression) or “leader” of a

group. In order to identify the main visual cues for “Most Influential Person”, we

conducted a user survey. Based on the survey statistics, we annotate the “influen-

tial persons” in 1000 images of Group AFfect database (GAF 2.0) via LabelMe

toolbox and propose the “GAF-personage database”. In order to identify “Most

Influential Person”, we proposed a DNN based Multiple Instance Learning (Deep

MIL) method which takes deep facial features as input. To leverage the deep fa-

cial features, we first predict the individual emotion probabilities via CapsNet and

rank the detected faces on the basis of it. Then, we extract deep facial features of

the top-3 faces via VGG-16 network. Our method performs better than maximum

facial area and saliency-based importance methods and achieves the human-level

perception of “Most Influential Person” at group-level.

Keywords: Important person, Group of people, Group level affect.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, Social Networking sites have created a huge audience for everyone. A large

number of images are uploaded every day on various social portals such as Facebook,

Instagram, Google+, LinkedIn and others. These images mainly contain multiple sub-

jects with a nice variety of context, lighting conditions, camera quality and other factors.

Due to the above-mentioned reasons, affective computing community gets an opportu-

nity to analyze the pattern of these data in terms of affect, behaviour, cohesiveness,

event information, kinship, group norms and culture for a group of people. Moreover,

when a group of people pose for a photograph, there exists some reason behind it. It

may be some sort of social events (birthday, wedding, cultural festival, meetings after

a long time and so on), professional reasons (office meetings, office party, interview

etc.) or something else. Thus, it will be interesting to find out who is most “important”

personality in the above-mentioned context-photographs.

http://iitrpr.ac.in/lasii/
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Fig. 1: The left image is a group where the baby in the centre is the most “important”.

In the centre image, although it is a friend circle, still from the survey the boy holding

the phone is the “important” one. Finally, in the rightmost image it’s about socially

prominent people but without this info, our model tries to predict “Who is the most

important person?”

“Importance” is an ambiguous term in case of real-world images. It has many per-

spectives such as photographer’s point of view, social norms and viewers’ (third per-

son) perspective. When a photographer takes some photographs, he/she aims to capture

some sort of “importance” in that image. Sometimes the main aim of the photographer

remains unknown to the third person or viewer. In most of the cases, the camera angle

and focus play a vital role in the perception of importance. Generally, human being pays

attention to the larger object in an image instead of the background i.e. size and sharp-

ness of an object draws attention. According to social norms, the relative position of

people also matters a lot. Especially in the case of social events and office party, mostly

the important one will be in the centre. Although in family scenarios, these things vary

a lot. In many cases, like the rightmost image of figure 1, there is a presence of socially

prominent personality. While annotating those images, people presume them to be most

important. Predicting an important person in such images is really a challenging task.

Our proposed method does not have such bias as it tried to predict “important” person

on the basis of visual cues and group emotion intensities without any prior information.

Despite the above-mentioned challenge, there are several other challenges, such as

diverse changes in human pose, action, appearance and occlusion involved in this task.

Moreover, there is a lot of variation in context, background, illumination and lighting

conditions. The automated system has to take care of facial and image level information

to deal with these challenges. In some recent works, [25] attempted to detect “key ac-

tors” via attention model which takes human action and appearance as input. Solomon

et al. [30] trained a regression model on spatial and saliency information to infer rel-

ative importance between two people. [22] used semantic information such as interac-

tions between persons, eye gaze information which is essentially used to infer about the

importance of persons. Some psychological studies [26] reveal that group emotion also

plays a vital role in the identification of most influential1 person (in other words leader).

The main objective of our study is to answer the following questions-

• How useful are face-level and group affect features for predicting an important person

in an image?

1 Please note that we use important and influential terms interchangeably throughout the paper.
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• What are the factors, which affect the perception of the important person in a group

image?

Automatic identification of the most influential person at first impression (first look)

has several real-world applications. It can be used for im2text applications [30] (gen-

erating sentences that describe an image), event summarization, image retrieval, web

crawling, “smart-cropping” of images [30] and ranking of personal photos etc.

Our contributions in this paper are as follows:

1) We propose an automatic “Most Influential Person” detection method via group

level emotion. It performs better than our three baselines as mentioned in Section 3.

2) We labelled GAF 2.0 [5] dataset with “influential person” annotation and pro-

posed “GAF-personage” database.

The rest of the paper structure is as follows: Section 2 is all about the prior work in

this field. Section 3 describes the dataset, data annotation and survey statistics. Section 4

is about our approach towards this problem. Section 5 contains the details of the exper-

iments we conducted on behalf of our method. Finally, Section 6 states the conclusion

and future scope of this project.

2 Prior Work

One of the first group related analysis was proposed by Ge et al. [12] using a bottom-

up hierarchical clustering algorithm. The motivation of the paper is to spread situation

awareness and evacuation planning in real-time especially in case of huge conjugation.

Further, several studies are conducted in order to understand several group traits.

2.1 Finding Important Persons

Recently, Li et al. [22] propose a Hybrid Interaction Graph (HIG) to rank people present

in an image. This HIG includes spatial score, action score, appearance score and atten-

tion score. Spatial score and appearance score correspond to the location and attributes

of the persons respectively. Action score indicates pose of the person and attention score

includes eye gaze as an attribute.

In another interesting work, Solomon et al. [30] propose a measure of importance

in terms of person level features such as position, scale, sharpness, facial pose and

occlusion. Results show that there is a small correlation between importance and visual

saliency. A text corresponding to each image is also generated which describes the

image.

2.2 Importance in Images

Several works [31,18,35] study the importance of objects in an image. Yamaguchi et

al. [35] define “importance” via several human perceived factors which are related to

compositions (i.e. size and location of objects), semantics (i.e. object type, scene type

along with its description strength) and context of the given image. The results also

state that in any image “person” can be classified as the most important.

There is a huge difference between the “image level importance” and “important

person” [30,22] as it requires a more coarse level understanding of the image.
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2.3 Image Saliency

Several studies [8,14] try to figure out the part of the image which draws the viewer’s

attention. Mostly, human mind judges on the basis of image saliency. Jiang et al. [20]

study image level saliency in crowd images. The main objective of the paper [20] is to

find salient regions in images and use these as a feature to predict the crowded context

as well as the crowd levels. Here, multiple kernel learning (MKL) is used for feature

integration and extraction of important information.

However, there is a significant difference between image saliency and importance.

Saliency [16] tries to predict the most eye-catching regions in image whereas impor-

tance takes context and other factors into account.

2.4 Group Affect

The first group affect analysis was conducted by Dhall et al. [6] where both facial and

contextual information are taken into consideration. [4] divides group affect analysis ap-

proaches into two broad categories: bottom-up and top-down approach. The bottom-up

approaches first analyze the group-members individually and then evaluate the contri-

bution of these members towards the overall group’s mood. The main motivation behind

the top-down approach is to determine global factors and it’s impacts on the perception

of group level emotion. Dhall et al. [4] propose the use of low-level features for infer-

ring an individual’s happiness intensity and then pooled it at a global level.

In another interesting study, Hernandez et al. [15] conduct an interesting experiment

at MIT, where the facial expression of the people passing through the corridor was an-

alyzed for the presence of smile. The number of smiles are averaged at a given point to

decide the overall group-level mood. Barsade et al. [2] propose that the social norms

and its constraints (i.e. interpersonal cohesion and individual emotional responses) are

the important cues for group emotion. In another paper, Gallagher et al. [10] argue

that social context plays an important role in group-level scenarios. They modelled the

group as a min-span tree. The task in the paper is to infer the gender and age of group

members using the group-level contextual information. Dhall et al. [5] compute a scene

level descriptor to encode the background information along with the facial and body

cues. Huang et al. [17] model the group using a conditional random field and represent

faces with a local binary pattern variant.

Mou et al. [23] perform an interesting study of human-affect on individual and group

scenarios. They create three models as mentioned below:

1) An individual model which is trained with an individual level dataset.

2) Group model which is trained with a group dataset and

3) Combined model is the hybrid fused model of above two.

Smith et al. [29] argue that the group-level emotion is different from individual emo-

tion. In order to predict an individual’s role in the overall group emotion, one should

study two factors.

First, a person’s involvement in a group.

Second, his/her behaviour with the group members.
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2.5 Multiple instance Learning

Multiple Instance Learning was introduced by Dietterich et al. [7] for drug activity pre-

diction. Andrews et al. [1] propose two SVM based MIL methods for classification. The

methods are named mi-SVM (for instance-level classification) and MI-SVM (bag-level

classification). There are several papers [11,38] which use neural networks to explore

this problem. Most of the computer vision tasks such as face detection [36], segmenta-

tion [33] and so on can fit into multiple instance learning framework.

In a recent paper, Xu et al. [34] propose a weakly supervised deep learning based

MIL method in medical image processing. Further, Zhu et al. [39] propose a multiple

instance learning methods with salient windows. The main aim of this method is un-

supervised object detection. Wu et al. [32] use both CNN and DNN based multiple in-

stance learning methods for image classification as well as image auto-annotation task.

Zhu et al. [40] propose a deep multi-instance framework (sparse label assignment) for

the breast cancer classification task. In a recent archive paper, Ilse et al. [19] propose at-

tention based multiple instance learning framework for learning Bernoulli’s distribution

(at bag label).

3 Dataset Collection

Group AFfect dataset (GAF 2.0) is proposed by Dhall et al. [5] which contains group

images in real-world scenarios. The images are collected via web crawling. Event and

group related keywords such as party, family, protest, club, graduation ceremony and

so on are used to find group images. These images are labelled into three group level

emotion categories (positive, negative and neutral). We choose 1000 images from GAF

2.0 dataset2 which uniformly belongs to three classes i.e. positive, negative and neutral

respectively. We use MTCNN face detection library [37] to select those 1000 images

which contains three and more than three faces. Further, we conduct a survey to observe

how people decide the “importance” in a given group image.

3.1 Survey and Data Annotation

We conduct a survey of 10 images via Google form over 50 people having different

occupations (for example student, corporate employee, govt. employee, professor and

manager). The snapshots of the form is shown in figure 2. One has to choose an option

on the support of “who seems to be most influential person?” Besides, one has to give

reasons regarding his/her choice. The order of the faces in survey images are selected

at random and the number assigned to a face in an image remains same throughout the

survey.

The survey statistics and results are shown in figure 3. The first row in figure 3

describes the age distribution and gender distribution of the participants respectively.

From the top left image of figure 3, it is observed that the age of the participants are

varied from 17-57 years. There are 59.6% male participants and 40.4% females partic-

ipants (in the top right image of figure 3). From the participants’ responses regarding

2 The datasets mentioned in [22,30] are not publicly available in the respective websites.
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Fig. 2: These are the snapshots of the survey form.

their respective choices, we form a word cloud (in the middle images of 2nd, 3rd and

4th rows of figure 3). From this statistics, we observed that people labelled on the basis

of the image level, face level and position features. For example, the image present in

2nd row, the main focus is on the context feature i.e. trophy. The frequent occurrence of

‘happy’, ‘smiling’, ‘angry’, ‘front’ and ‘centre’ keywords throughout the responses in-

dicate group level emotion and position information. We use group affect for choosing

the same number of faces across images for further analysis because in the survey result

people mention emotion attributes for choosing a particular face (for example ‘happy’,

‘smiling’ and ‘angry’).

Keeping all of this factors in mind, 3 annotators annotate the proposed dataset

“GAF-personage” via LabelMe online toolbox [27]. Before starting annotation, we

explained the survey statistics and the trends of the choices (for example in family sce-

narios mainly children are given preference, socially prominent people present in an

image get preference and so on). For the baseline, we choose the central face of the

image, image saliency and maximum facial area which will be discussed in the next

subsection.

3.2 Baselines for the Importance Model

From the survey statistics, we observe that people mainly focus on the center of an

image. To consider the central face of an image as baseline, we first determine the

central pixel of the image. Then, we find the nearby face via the distance between the

center of the image and the tip of the nose of the detected face. This is a very weak

baseline because in the real world scenarios it is not necessary that the photographer is

in front of the main subject.
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Fig. 3: This figure describes the survey results. The top left image describes the age

distribution and top right image describes the gender distribution of the participants. In

case of the top left figure, the x-axis indicates the age distribution and y-axis indicates

percentage. For the 2nd, 3rd and 4th row, the first column is the given survey image, the

second column is the reason specified in the survey to choose “influential” person and

the third column is about the voting results.
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Fig. 4: This figure describes the overall pipeline of the proposed method. The top box

describes the CapsNet structure which is used for emotion prediction. The bottom yel-

low coloured DNN is our proposed Deep MIL architecture.

We choose image saliency as another baseline because generally people judges on

the basis of salient regions. The five-fold cross-validation accuracy of the saliency based

prediction and ground truth is shown in table 2.

Similarly, we choose the maximum facial area as another baseline because it is

also an important factor to identify most important person [35]. The five-fold cross-

validation accuracy of the maximum facial area based prediction and ground truth is

shown in table 2.

Thus, we choose three baselines for the “importance-model”:

1) Center of the image,

2) Image Saliency and

3) Maximum facial area.

4 Proposed Network

In this section, we describe our proposed method. Our proposed pipeline is shown in

figure 4 which consists of two structures. The top box predicts individual-level emo-

tion and the bottom coloured network is deep MIL based DNN which is used for final

prediction.

Given an image containing three or more than three people, we first detect faces

using MTCNN library [37] which uses three-stage cascaded CNN to detect faces. Ac-

cording to [26], group affect and leadership (influential person) are correlated. Due to
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this, we first sort the faces according to the emotional intensity of each face and choose

the top three faces because our labelled images contain three and more than three faces.

4.1 Emotion Intensity Estimation

Recently, Sabour et al. [28] proposed capsule network which is able to capture spatial

information. Due to this reason, it is used for capturing facial expressions [13] and

AU detection [9] in recent studies. There are several challenges in leveraging facial

information as it can be occluded, blurred or rotated. We trained the model structure

as mentioned in [13] (refer figure 4 upper box). From this model, we get class wise

group affect probabilities of each face which gives us the information about which face

contributes more to the group affect. After sorting, we take only top three faces because

the minimum three faces are present in our dataset images.

4.2 Deep MIL (DNN) for Importance Estimation

In Multiple Instance Learning [32] terms, the image is considered as a bag X =
{X1, .., XN}, where each Xi is the elements inside the bag (also called instance/ feature

vector) where Xi’s are the ith element in the bag and N is the total number of elements

in the bag. In our case, the group image stands for the bag which contains N elements

(faces).

In order to keep the number of elements in each bag uniform, we sort the faces

according to their respective emotional intensity provided by CapsNet. Further, we ex-

tracted VGG-16 FC7 and FC6 layer features of the top 3 faces sorted by the method

mentioned above. This VGG-16 network is pre-trained on the VGG-face dataset which

contains identity corresponding to faces. Thus, the FC layers of the VGG network con-

tains high-level facial features which leverage facial structure and pose related informa-

tion.

From the FC7 and FC6 layers of VGG face network, we got 4096-dimensional facial

information which is further passed through several FC layers as shown in table 1. At

last, we took the maximum and average of the features to predict the overall concept of

the most influential person.

For our experiment, we use Swish [24] as an activation function instead of ReLU.

The Swish activation function is defined as f(x) = x.sigmoid(x). It has few prop-

erties (like unbounded above and bounded below) similar to ReLU and few different

properties (like smooth and non-monotonic). The bounded below property of the above

function helps in regularization of the network. Similarly, it does not reach near zero

gradient due to its “unbounded above” property. Thus, the network can train at a faster

rate. Besides, it’s self-gating properties allows scaler values only instead of multiple

gating inputs.

5 Experiments & Results

In this section, we will describe experimental details. For implementation, we use Keras

[3] deep learning library with Tensorflow backend. The data, labels and code will be

made publicly available (link).

http://iitrpr.ac.in/lasii/resources.html
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Layers Input Output Layer Details

Dense b,3,4096 b,3,1024 1024

Activation b,3,1024 b,3,1024 Relu/Swish

Dense b,3,1024 b,3,512 512

Activation b,3,512 b,3,512 Relu/Swish

Dropout b,3,512 b,3,512 0.5

Dense b,3,512 b,3,128 128

Activation b,3,128 b,3,128 Relu/Swish

Dropout b,3,128 b,3,128 0.3

Dense b,3,128 b,3,3 3

Activation b,3,3 b,3,3 Relu/Swish

Max-Pooling & Flatten b,3,3 b,3 3(1-D)

Table 1: This is the detail architecture of the proposed network. Here, b refer to the

batch size.

5.1 Emotion Prediction Network

We train a capsule network to predict emotions. The structure of the network is men-

tioned in the figure 4. We train the network on RAF-DB [21] dataset which contains

approximately 30k facial images with 7-dimensional expression distribution (happy,

sad, surprise, neutral, fear, angry and disgust). The input image passes through several

convolution layers followed by max pooling layer before entering into two parallel pri-

mary capsule layers. A capsule is a set of nested neural network layers where a neural

layer resides inside another. We use ‘adam’ optimizer with its default settings in keras

library to train this network. The loss is the same as the original paper [28], that is mar-

gin loss for classification and mean square error for image reconstruction. It reaches the

accuracy within 20-25 epochs without any data augmentation.

From group images, we detect faces via MTCNN [37] face detection library. We

resize the detected faces to 100 × 100 dimension and predict corresponding emotion

probabilities. Then, we sort the faces according to this probabilities and take the top

three faces for further analysis. We observe that among 1000 images 713 images (ap-

prox. 71.3%) have their respective ground truth in this top-3 category.

5.2 Deep MIL Network (DNN)

First, we extract the VGG-16 FC7 and FC6 layer features of each top 3 faces which

passes through several dense layers as mentioned in the table 1 before prediction. We

first use parallel three networks for each top 3 faces. Then, we take maximum and

average of the outputs to predict final “influential person”.

In order to train this Deep MIL network, we use mean square error as loss function

and SGD optimizer with learning rate 0.01 and momentum 0.9 without any learning
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MIL

fold

Accuracy (%)

(for VGG16 FC7

feature with

max-pooling)

Accuracy (%)

(for VGG16 FC7

feature with

avg-pooling)

Accuracy (%)

(for VGG16 FC6

feature with

max-pooling)

Accuracy (%)

(for VGG16 FC6

feature with

avg-pooling)

Accuracy (%)

(max

facial area)

Accuracy (%)

(Saliency

[16])

1st fold 57.49 62.50 76.00 73.50 57.20 55.20

2nd fold 65.00 60.00 73.00 73.50 57.20 60.40

3rd fold 66.50 60.00 71.50 73.50 55.82 56.30

4th fold 56.49 65.50 77.00 76.00 49.30 50.50

5th fold 62.50 75.00 74.50 76.00 53.40 56.30

Avg 61.60 64.60 74.40 74.50 53.32 55.74

Table 2: Experimental results for finding the most “influential person” in an image.

rate decay. Instead of avg-pooling, we also tried with max-pooling before prediction

but the results are better in terms of accuracy in case of avg-pooling.

5.3 Result Analysis

From the table 2, we can conclude that our method is performing better than the max-

imum facial area concept as well as the saliency concept. Although saliency plays an

important part in case of labelling as human mind make the first perception mostly by

judging saliency of an image. Similarly, the maximum facial area also plays an impor-

tant role in the perception of “most influential person” because in the survey results for

second image, people choose both the frontal face (having maximum area as well) to be

important. We also observe that the average pooling before prediction performs better

than max pooling because average pooling infers overall statistics from an image where

max pooling deals with specific statistics from images.

From the table 3, we can say that our model can detect most important person more

precisely than 2nd most important person. In a more fine-grained analysis, we can ob-

serve that in case of negative group-affect scenario it is almost similar in both cases

because of expression intensity and camera angle. The situation changes in the case

of happy images where the precision is relatively lower. The main reason behind this

Class

Precision

(most

important)

Precision

(2nd most

important)

Negative 0.6667 0.6667

Positive 0.4530 0.3125

Neutral 0.8547 0.6837

Overall 0.6520 0.5479

Table 3: This table contains the precision of emotion wise person prediction because

GAF 2.0 dataset consists of group emotion images which consists of three classes (pos-

itive, negative and neutral).
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Fig. 5: This figure shows the output of our model. The left and middle image of the first

row predicts the most important person correctly but for the first row rightmost image it

selects the person with green boundary box as the most important person. We computed

the saliency map via Matlab toolbox proposed by Hou et al. [16]. From saliency map,

it is clear that there is a difference between saliency and importance.

is that the smile intensity changes a lot over images and the classifier get confused to

choose the “influential person”.

6 Conclusion & Future Work

We study the importance of group affect to predict the most influential person. We first

sort the faces according to the emotional intensity and then treat the problem as multiple

instance learning problem. The results are better than the maximum facial area in the

image and image saliency. Thus, we conclude that -

• Both face-level and group level features are important for predicting an important

person in an image. When we sort the top three faces, we observed that 73.3%

important people are included. Thus, it is clear that group level feature (here group

affect) is important. Similarly, we perform our MIL experiments on the basis of

deep facial features and results show that it is an important feature.

• From the survey, it is observed that the position of the person is an important motiva-

tion behind the “important” perception. Along with that facial cues, overall group

affect is also a relevant indication.

In our pipeline, we have not included the position, body-pose, personal attributes, per-

sonality and eye gaze information. Besides, we can also analyze the fashion quotient of

the group image especially in some social context such as a wedding, prize distribution

ceremony, birthday party and so on. It will be interesting to combine all these factors to

predict the probable “Leader” of a group.
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